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Longman Dictionary Of American English 4th Edition
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (New Edition) the most comprehensive dictionary and DVD-ROM ever. Includes:
230,000 words, phrases and meanings - more than any other advanced learner's dictionary 165,000 examples based on real,
natural English from the Longman Corpus Network + an additional 1 million corpus examples on the DVD-ROM. Clear definitions
written using only 2,000 common words. Over 18,000 synonyms, antonyms and related words + an additional 30,000 on the DVDROM. Over 65,000 collocations + an additional 82,000 on the DVD-ROM. The top 3,000 most frequent words in spoken and
written English are highlighted to show which are the most important to know. NEW Integrated Collocations Dictionary. Over
65,000 collocations will improve students' fluency. NEW Integrated Thesaurus. Over 18,000 synonyms, antonyms and related
words will improve vocabulary range. NEW Register Notes focus on the differences between spoken and written English.
Academic Word List highlighted. Grammar and warning notes ensure that students avoid common errors. NEW text design
ensures students can find information fast. PLUS... The Longman Vocabulary Trainer tests your knowledge of a word - its
meaning, grammar, collocation and usage - then remembers how well you know that word. The word is then recycled and retested
at different intervals so the word is never forgotten! You can download the Longman Vocabulary Trainer to your mobile phone to
make the most of learning on the go!
The Fifth Edition of Longman Dictionary of American English is the key to vocabulary building! Now with the full contents online,
plus online Thesaurus and Vocabulary Checker. Clear and comprehensive 109,000 words, meanings and phrases, including
words from the Academic Word List 59,000 example sentences, showing thousands of academic words and collocations Clear
definitions written using the Longman American Defining Vocabulary of just 2,000 common words Words for content areas such as
Science and Social Studies The key to vocabulary building Collocation boxes show combination of words that are often used
together, such as strong interest, highly successful, and take a test Integrated Thesaurus explains thousands of synonyms and
antonyms 3,000 etymologies explain the origin of words -15,000 etymologies online Learner's Handbook on Writing, Collocations
and Grammar Workbook exercises for self-study and classroom use Entire contents online Pronunciation of all the words and
example sentences, and pronunciation practice Longman Vocabulary Checker: find out which type of vocabulary is used in the text
you are reading and which words you should learn Thesaurus: choose the right word and build your vocabulary Topic Vocabulary:
find all the words you need to write about common topics such as Describing Places, Technology, Sports and Relationships
Academic Study Center with interactive exercises for vocabulary, reading and writing, and exam practice for TOEFL
The best-selling American English learners' dictionary helps intermediate students build their vocabulary, and offers extra help and
support for students who are studying other subjects in English. The Longman English e-Tutor CD-ROM offers students a wide
range of practice material, helping them move from understanding English to learning how to use English correctly. Features
Comprehensive intermediate level dictionary with 55,000 words and phrases and 36,000 example sentences Extra vocabulary
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help for students who are studying other subjects in English — 3,500 words of content vocabulary and the Academic Wordlist are
highlighted 3,000 Thesaurus boxes help expand students' vocabulary 3,000 etymologies show the origins of words Helps students
avoid common errors with spelling, usage and grammar notes Teach your students to use dictionaries with the updated Learner's
Handbook Your students will understand the definitions written using the Longman American Defining Vocabulary of 2000
common words Academic Study Center helps students with reading, writing and exam preparation Separate thesaurus section
helps students expand vocabulary Photo dictionary helps with vocabulary building Longman English e-Tutor CD-ROM The
Longman English e-Tutor CD-ROM helps students improve their reading, writing and grammar to ultimately help them advance to
the next level of English. Your students can use the CD-ROM for self-study, to improve their understanding of key words and how
to use them. Students who are preparing for SAT® exams and TOEFL® exams can also practice their exam skills using the
interactive exercises on the CD-ROM. Teacher Support Get extra support in the classroom by downloading worksheets and
quizzes to teach dictionary skills from the Teacher's Corner on the CD-ROM Help your students become more independent
learners by directing them to the Academic Study Center on the CD-ROM
Longman Dictionary of American EnglishAllyn & Bacon
Colloquial Somali: The Complete Course for Beginners has been carefully developed by an experienced teacher to provide a stepby-step course to Somali as it is written and spoken today. Combining a clear, practical and accessible style with a methodical and
thorough treatment of the language, it equips learners with the essential skills needed to communicate confidently and effectively
in Somali in a broad range of situations. No prior knowledge of the language is required. Colloquial Somali is exceptional; each
unit presents a wealth of grammatical points that are reinforced with a wide range of exercises for regular practice. A full answer
key, a grammar summary, bilingual glossaries and English translations of dialogues can be found at the back as well as useful
vocabulary lists throughout. Key features include: A clear, user-friendly format designed to help learners progressively build up
their speaking, listening, reading and writing skills Jargon-free, succinct and clearly structured explanations of grammar An
extensive range of focused and dynamic supportive exercises Realistic and entertaining dialogues covering a broad variety of
narrative situations Helpful cultural points about life in Somalia An overview of the sounds of Somali Balanced, comprehensive and
rewarding, Colloquial Somali is an indispensable resource both for independent learners and students taking courses in Somali.
Audio material to accompany the course is available to download free in MP3 format from www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials.
Recorded by native speakers, the audio material features the dialogues and texts from the book and will help develop your
listening and pronunciation skills.

The Longman Photo Dictionary of American English gives students instant understanding of basic words and is ideal for
adult students at the first stage of vocabulary building.
The Longman Pocket English Dictionary is an ideal dictionary for intermediate students of English on the go. It explains
the meaning of over 16,000 words and phrases in clear, simple language using a 2,000 word defining vocabulary.
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Example sentences are drawn from real-life usage to show natural, everyday English. Entries include word pronunciation,
parts of speech, grammar tips, opposites and comparable words, and more. Features: • Over 16,000 words and phrases
• Clear and easy definitions • Thousands of examples showing real usage • 15 pages of color illustrations
Specially researched and written to meet the real needs of students of English. The 52,000 words and phrases are
defined using only the 2,000 most common English words, and illustrated with 35,000 examples of real usage. The 3,000
most important words are highlighted, and 2,500 thesaurus boxes explain synonyms and antonyms. Includes a Learner's
Handbook on writing, grammar, and communication.
Defines ten thousand words along with two hundred illustrations, examples showing the words in context, and usage
notes.
A full picture of English as used in 2001, this comprehensive guide to written and spoken English has been updated with
a new words section and colour headwords.
This dictionary for intermediate-advanced level learners of English as a foreign language, combines a collocations (combination of words
used) dictionary with a thesaurus, ensuring English learners choose the correct word and collocation every time.
This best-selling dictionary is now in its 4th edition. Specifically written for students of language teaching and applied linguistics, it has
become an indispensible resource for those engaged in courses in TEFL, TESOL, applied linguistics and introductory courses in general
linguistics. Fully revised, this new edition includes over 350 new entries. Previous definitions have been revised or replaced in order to make
this the most up-to-date and comprehensive dictionary available. Providing straightforward and accessible explanations of difficult terms and
ideas in applied linguistics, this dictionary offers: Nearly 3000 detailed entries, from subject areas such as teaching methodology, curriculum
development, sociolinguistics, syntax and phonetics. Clear and accurate definitions which assume no prior knowledge of the subject matter
helpful diagrams and tables cross references throughout, linking related subject areas for ease of reference, and helping to broaden students'
knowledge The Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics is the definitive resource for students.
Engelsk billedordbog med mere end 1500 ord grupperet i emner
The Workbook helps students get the most out of the Dictionary.
The new Longman Thesaurus of American English is an innovative and simple resource that helps learners find more appropriate words for
what they want to say. Available in book format and online, it helps increase your vocabulary and improve your writing. Unlike conventional
thesauruses that just offer lists of words, this book offers proper disambiguation between the synonyms. It covers a wide vocabulary made up
of general, academic and content words that are explained in a clear and accessible way with student-friendly example sentences.
This dictionary is based on American corpuses of natural written and spoken English - the Longman Corpus Network. Written using the
2000-word Longman Defining Vocabulary, signposts help students find the exact definition they need quickly. Over 44,000 words and
phrases are featured, with natural examples for better understanding of how words are used. Spoken Phrases boxes show natural, typical
examples and idioms that only appear in speech. Simplified grammar codes give students easy access to essential grammar, whilst usage
notes help students to avoid common errors.
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With more than 7,000 up-to-date phrases, this dictionary covers situations from talking to a doctor to ordering a meal, and helps learners
communicate personal feelings, and make small talk.
Defines the two thousand most common English words, and includes usage examples, slang, spoken expressions, and new terms in
technology, business, and the media
Aims to actively encourage intermediate students to practise both written and spoken English. The dictionary has a built-in workbook, study
notes and exercises designed to meet every possible language requirement, inviting the student to consider new grammar points as they
occur.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced students need, especially with the essential skills:
reading, writing, listening and speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your English stays up-to-date *
Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner Error' notes show how to
avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way words work together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CDROM: * Sound: recordings in British and American English, plus practice tools to help improve pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus
helps you choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are working or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite
gives on screen help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of interactive exercises

This dictionary covers a wide range of vocabulary - over 1,000 words and phrases. Its definitions are written within a defining
vocabulary of 1600 words in order to be easy to understand, and the usage notes are based on the evidence of students' writing
from the Longman Learners' Corpus, allowing Longman lexicographers to identify the needs of students at this level. The
dictionary is also fully illustrated and contains a full guide to using the dictionary, so that young learners can make the most of its
features.
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